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History
• 1984 – 1987
– Module system of courses; each course an exam
– Written (open ended question or multiple choice), oral, or assignments
– Financial and organizational problems
• 1987 – 1990
– Development of SYS (version 1 – 4): flexible examination system
• 1990 – 2007
– Technological improvements
• 2007 - 2009
– Introduction and planning Online testing
– Product selection (Questionmark perception)
– pilots.
• 2009 - …
– Implementation
Forms of testing
• Four major forms of testing:
– Paper and pencil (mc and open ended) in transition to Computer Based 
Group exams
– Sys (mainly mc, a few open ended) in transition to Computer Based 
Individual exams
– Skills exams (reports, presentations, projects (performance assessment, 
peer assessment, portfolio assessment, …)
– Oral exams
• But also:
– Intake assessments and self-assessment
– Assessment of Prior Informal and Non-formal learning (APL)
SYS procedure - student
Student:
- registers online via website
- chooses course, date and study centre
- receives a confirmation of his booking by mail
- Go to the study centre and the ‘sys-manager’ of study centre 
controls student information
- Takes place at a table and receives exam (exam introduction + 
questions) and an optical readable form
- After finishing the exam, the student contacts the ‘sys’-manager
‘Sys-manager’ scans the answers of the student 
- Student receives (tentatively) score. Questions have to be 
handed in.
SYS procedure - organisation
• Lecturers write question according a blue print (number of 
questions is 7 x the number of questions in a regular exam)
• Questions are stored in a database. The structure is conform the
blue print
• The manager in the study centre prints the exam on demand 
when the student is there
• After the exam the manager scans the answers and the result is 
given to the student
• Results (totals and scores per question) are stored in the 
database
• Lecturers receive statistic information about their questions
• Questions are improved if necessary
2Transition to Computer based testing
– Itemconstruction and itembank management
– Blue prints and test construction
– Import- and exportfacilities
– Related OUNL processes
– Reports and analyses
– Proces control and workflow support
3Findings visit OUT
• Great organisation of the exam procedure
• Exams are using mainly mc and open ended questions. For the mc, 
use of scrap forms will improve efficiency and decrease the time for 
marking
– First step, scanner at the examination syndicate
– Later, scanner at the study centres
• Using blue prints is a guarantee for coverage (validity)
• Training is needed in question and exam construction.
• Expertise on question and exam construction is available at the 
education faculty
• Use the same procedure for the question construction as for the 
marking. Plan panel sessions to construct questions according the blue 
print. 
• By these panel sessions you can create question pools, which can be 
used for exams on demand.
• Marking open ended question in ‘Exams on demand’ demands an other 
planning. Limit the number of sessions
• Make use of secret exams if only a few students appear for an exam.
